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									Serving the soul of Italy								

														
								In the heart of Federal Hill							

							
							
														

						

					

				

							

		
		
		
		

Welcome to Camille's
A Landmark Italian Restaurant

	
		
			

This world class Italian restaurant located on historic Federal Hill in Providence has been a Rhode Island dining landmark since 1914. Camille’s is proud to feature masterful versions of classical Italian dishes, a superb wine selection, and a beautiful dining room with a wonderful upscale ambiance perfect for special occasions or simply a memorable night out. Camille’s also features a beautiful outdoor Roman Patio.






		

	



Purchase Gift Cards
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Exceptional Management
Personal attention and strong leadership
George Kilborn, Jr.
General Manager
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Our special dishes
Our Chefs Specialities
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                                 Pan Seared Halibut
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                                 Veal Chop
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                                 Stuffed Chicken Saltimboca
                 

          

        

      


    





Stellar Wines
We showcase many fabulous wines





Our menus
Dinner, Lunch and Wine Menus
View Our Menus








Restaurant Gallery
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              Elegant Dining room
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              Exceptional Management
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We love to hear from our customers
      
      
        Went to Camille's for my husband's birthday. The private room seats 6 to 8 comfortably. Service could not have been better. Drinks were superb. Food was good, large portions. Had an excellent time. Thank you!
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          Bode Castelo

        

      

          
      
        The waitstaff was excellent and inviting. The food was delicious and plentiful. I don't think I need to say anymore it was just a terrific experience and well worth the price.
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          Keith Templin

        

      

          
      
        Beautiful dining room with top notch service. My husband got the stuffed veal chop and it was amazing.
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          Michelle Mcdonald
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Online Reservations
Make your reservation here or call 401.751.4812
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